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Abstract
We propose a 2-categorical formalism for describing classical information,
quantum systems, and their interactions, based on the principle that classical
information can be encoded as correlations between quantum systems. Applying
this in the 2-category of 2–Hilbert spaces recovers ordinary quantum theory.
The formalism gives a simple, graphical way to describe the specification and
implementation of certain quantum procedures, which we use to investigate
quantum teleportation, dense coding, complementarity and quantum erasure,
verifying our results computationally using a software package.
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
The formalism
This paper presents a new formalism for describing flows of quantum and classical
information. The key physical insight, which is by no means new, is that classical
information can be encoded in correlations between quantum systems. The key
mathematical insight is that the theory of symmetric monoidal 2-categories serves as
an elegant and powerful language for describing and manipulating these correlations.
The formalism introduces a family of fundamental operations, each of which
carries a different physical interpretation. These operations are defined by diagrams,
in which regions represent stores of classical information, lines represent physical
systems, and vertices represent dynamics. We list them here, along with their
interpretations:
Perform a
measurement
Encode classical
information
Copy classical
information
Compare classical
information
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Create uniform
classical information
Delete classical
information
Perform a controlled
operation
In these diagrams, time flows upwards. Lines bounding the same shaded region
represent physical systems whose states are correlated, in a way which is governed
by the classical information stored in the associated region.
The form of each of these diagrams is consistent with its interpretation. For
example, the diagram representing measurement produces a region of classical
information. Ultimately, the physical interpretations we assign to these 2-cells arise
from the equations we require them to satisfy, as we examine in Section 2. These
amount to saying that classical information is topological.
We make these diagrams rigorous using the theory of 2-categories [5], algebraic
structures consisting of 0-cells, 1-cells and 2-cells. A standard graphical notation
allows the 2-cells to be represented by diagrams of the above form.
Specifying protocols
The strength of the formalism lies in the ability to combine these building blocks
to form compound operations, or ‘protocols’. Equations between such compound
operations can encode specifications for particular quantum tasks, completely
independently of any details of the implementation. For example, the well-known
quantum teleportation protocol [13] consists of the preparation of an entangled
state, a measurement on two systems, and a controlled operation; its correct
execution results in the perfect transfer of a quantum system, and the production
of uncorrelated uniformly-distributed classical data. As a result, making use of the
components described above, its specification has the following graphical form:
=
1√
n
(53)
The entangled state is represented on the left-hand side by a U-shaped loop,
as described by the work of Abramsky and Coecke [2, 14]. This diagrammatic
equation completely describes the form of the quantum teleportation protocol and
its intended effect in a minimal and elegant way.
In a similar way, we can give a graphical specification for dense coding :
1√
n
= (77)
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The left-hand side represents the preparation of a pair of systems in a maximally-
entangled state, followed by a controlled operation on the first system dependent on
some pre-existing classical data, and then a joint measurement on both systems. On
the right-hand side, the initial classical data is simply copied. Successful execution
is represented by the equality between the two sides.
Our 2-categorical approach works well for understanding the high-level structure
of these quantum protocols, and in Section 4 we analyze the structure of quantum
teleportation, dense coding, complementary observables and quantum erasure. We
introduce the new notion of horizontally invertible map, and we see how this gives a
new mathematical foundation for these quantum phenomena. We also introduce the
notion of the theory arising from a specification, and use it to show an equivalence
between quantum teleportation protocols and dense coding protocols, as well as
demonstrating a link between our formalism and wider topics in representation
theory.
Our formalism is well-suited for giving specifications of new types of quantum
protocol which have not been described in the literature. A key question for
such novel protocols is implementability: can they be realized in finite-dimensional
quantum physics? Since the value of a diagram is unchanged by topological
deformation, implementability is a topological invariant of our specifications.
At present, however, this invariant is poorly understood. As an example we
consider interlaced teleportation, a novel protocol for which we give a graphical
specification. By an argument of Fong [28], this specification cannot be implemented
in conventional quantum theory. However, we are unable to give a high-level
explanation for this fact. An open question remains: can we identify the
specifications that can be implemented in quantum theory by directly topological
means?
Implementations
An implementation of a specification is a solution to the graphical equation in a
particular symmetric monoidal 2-category. This involves giving a well-typed choice
of 0-cells, 1-cells and 2-cells for regions, lines and vertices of the diagrams, which
satisfy the axioms of the formalism, and which satisfy the chosen equation when
composed in the appropriate way. Whether or not an equation has a solution, and
hence which information-theoretic tasks can be implemented, will depend on the
choice of 2-category, just as the existence of solutions to a conventional equation
depends on the ring over which we attempt to solve it. In this sense, we can consider
this choice as encoding the ‘theory of physics’, or ‘model of computation’, with which
we are working.
Conventional finite-dimensional quantum theory is given by taking interpreta-
tions in 2Hilb, the 2-category of 2–Hilbert spaces, first described by Baez [4]. A
2–Hilbert space is a category equipped with extra structure, which generalizes the
notion of a Hilbert space as a set with extra structure. In Section 3 we give an
introduction to 2–Hilbert spaces, and explain why applying our formalism in 2Hilb
reproduces conventional quantum theory. This 2-category can be presented in dif-
ferent ways, each giving a different perspective from which to understand our model.
In Appendix A we describe one such perspective in detail, presenting 2Hilb in terms
of ‘environments’, quantum systems equipped with ‘environmental maps’, and ‘pro-
tected dynamics’, giving a derivation of our model with a strong physical flavour
and a close relationship to the concept of decoherence.
In its simplest form, the 2-categorical mathematics on which our model depends
can be thought of as finite-dimensional ‘higher linear algebra’. In contrast to the
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vector spaces and matrices of complex numbers which form the monoidal category
Hilb of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, the monoidal 2-category 2Hilb is formed
from ‘2–vector spaces’, ‘matrices of vector spaces’, and ‘matrices of matrices of
complex numbers’ [26, 36]. These fit together in an elegant way which enables
categorifications of various elementary notions from ordinary linear algebra to be
described, such as algebras [27] and their modules [35].
To work ‘by hand’ with these structures can be difficult, since the definitions
of horizontal composition, vertical composition and tensor product of 2-cells are
combinatorially intricate. Working with a computer algebra package can reduce
these difficulties tremendously. One package in particular has been used to good
effect by the author [36], which will soon be made available to the community. We
use this in Section 4 to demonstrate explicitly that conventional implementations
of teleportation, dense coding, complementarity and quantum erasure satisfy our
2-dimensional equations. An accompanying Mathematica notebook is available [41]
which contains these calculations. We anticipate that such tools will grow in
popularity as the importance of higher linear algebraic techniques becomes more
widely appreciated.
1.2 Scientific context
Categorical quantum mechanics
This work builds primarily on the categorical quantum mechanics programme
initiated by Abramsky and Coecke [1, 2], which makes use of symmetric monoidal
categories to present a high-level language for quantum information. Important
tools developed as part of that programme continue to play a central role here,
including classical structures [21], their modules [19, 20], and the categorical
description of mutually unbiased bases [17]. The key distinction between that
programme and the one presented here is that our diagrams represent entire
protocols, including any branching due to quantum measurement. The symmetric
monoidal category setting of the categorical quantum mechanics programme can
be seen as the sector of our formalism in which all classical information is trivial;
categorically, this corresponds to working only with the scalars of our symmetric
monoidal 2-category.
There has been substantial activity in the past 10 years on the construction of
categorical models encoding the interaction of quantum and classical data. One
main body of work focuses on taking spaces of mixed states as the fundamental
objects, and completely-positive maps as the appropriate notion of dynamical
evolution. This makes sense in a context where entanglement with inaccessible
environmental degrees of freedom destroys the purity of the state of the local
quantum system, and where global dynamics means there is no local unitary
evolution. Selinger and others have described an abstract formalization of this
situation [15, 18, 39] in which classical and quantum data sit alongside each other,
and Coecke and Perdrix have used this framework to characterize classical data as a
quantum system equipped with a coupling to an environmental degree of freedom,
which is then explicitly traced out [22].
Our model has a different perspective, since the environmental degrees of
freedom are never discarded. If the combined environment and local system begin
in a pure state, they will remain in one. Classical information is carried by this
joint pure state in the form of entanglement between the environment and the local
system. In the quantum information community, these different perspectives are
sometimes informally described as the Churches of the Smaller and Larger Hilbert
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Spaces, the proponents of which differ (theologically at times) in their attitude
towards mixed states on local Hilbert spaces: as an appropriate description of the
physical system, or as the restriction of some pure state on a global Hilbert space
which ought to be modelled directly. Our formalism is naturally associated with
the latter camp, giving concrete mathematical structure to classical information in
coherent-state quantum theory. It may serve as a useful formal model for areas
of research in quantum theory for which full coherence of the quantum state is
maintained, such as decoherence [37] and the many-worlds interpretation [25].
Categorification
This work is also in the spirit of the categorification programme [9, 24], named
by Crane and Frenkel [23] as an umbrella term for the study of replacing set-
based structures with category-based structures. Its relevance for the foundations of
physics has been particularly advocated by Baez and Dolan [3, 4, 6, 9, 11, 12, 29], and
it has found significant applications in topological quantum field theory [8, 23, 33]
and quantum foundations [10, 34].
The present work draws from these advances, and extends them to the sphere
of quantum information where categorification has not so far been significantly
applied. The central role played here by the 2-category 2Hilb of 2–Hilbert spaces,
also due to Baez [4], provides a direct link to much of the modern literature on
topological quantum field theory, conformal field theory, quantum groups and higher
representation theory, where 2Hilb is of major importance.
We can give a direct argument for why 2-category theory should be relevant
for quantum theory. Suppose we have a quantum system with a finite-dimensional
Hilbert space, seen as an object in the category Hilb of finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces. Then if a projector-valued measurement takes place, future dynamics can
be different depending on which of the n possible measurement results occurred.
We now effectively have n independent copies of our state space, conveniently
described as an object in Hilbn, the n-fold Cartesian product of the category
of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. A categorical setting in which to study the
measurement process must therefore include both Hilb and Hilbn, since these give
our mathematical context before and after the measurement takes place; and since
they are themselves categories, the correct setting in which to study them will be a
2-category. The 2-category 2Hilb is then a natural choice, since up to equivalence,
its objects are precisely the categories of the form Hilbn.
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2 The formalism
2.1 Introduction
Our formalism is based on the theory of symmetric monoidal 2-categories [5, 32],
in their fully weak form. These are algebraic structures built from objects, 1-cells
and 2-cells, which for us will represent ‘stores of classical information’, ‘physical
systems’, and ‘interactions’. We will make heavy use of the graphical notation
for 2-categories [31] to describe our theory in an accessible way which requires
no previous knowledge of 2-category theory beyond an understanding of the basic
definitions.
The formalism is largely independent of any particular theory of physics. While
quantum theory directly inspires the formalism, it serves only as one particular
model of the mathematical structures we develop. Despite this, we will use ‘quantum
intuition’ throughout to guide our interpretation of the constructions, often in an
informal and imprecise way. This will be made rigorous in Section 3, where we
will see formally how the familiar quantum notions arise as instances of these
constructions.
2.2 Basic principles
Objects
Given a symmetric monoidal 2-category, we use the graphical calculus for the
underlying 2-category to represent an object A as a rectangular region of the plane:
A (1)
We think of objects as representing stores of classical information. We can imagine
them as behaving like sets, whose elements are the possible values the classical
information can take. Another useful intuition is to consider them as ‘environments’,
which ‘measure’ the quantum systems put in proximity with them. We have a trivial
store of information, represented by the monoidal unit object I, and we represent
this graphically by the empty region.
1-cells
A 1-cell A
S−→ B is interpreted as a physical system, with information about its state
‘stored’ in its source object A and target object B. We cannot talk in this formalism
about a physical system without specifying the objects with which it interacts.
We represent a system graphically as a vertical line, which borders the regions
corresponding to the source and target objects on the left and right respectively:
A B
S
(2)
Quantum mechanically, we can think of A and B as a commuting pair of observables
acting on a Hilbert space S, each inducing a decomposition of S into orthogonal
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subspaces according to the different possible measurement outcomes. Information
about S is ‘stored’ in the objects A and B, in the sense that selecting a definite
value of either observable gives a restriction on the possible states of S.
The composition of 1-cells A
S−→ B and B T−→ C is represented graphically by
juxtaposition:
A B C
S T
(3)
The object B now stores information about both S and T . This gives us a restriction
on the possible joint states of S and T : only those corresponding to the same value
of B are allowed. As a result, the states of S and T are correlated. Looking at the
values of A and C would give us further independent information about the states
of S and T respectively. In the quantum mechanical picture, the state space of the
resulting system is not the tensor product of the state spaces for each system, but
the largest subspace of it for which the observable B has the same outcome on both
subsystems.
2-cells
Dynamical evolution of a physical system is represented by a 2-cell S
β−→ S′, for
physical systems A
S,S′−−→ B. We can think of these as representing physical processes
which can take place. We represent this graphically as a vertex:
A B
S
S′
β (4)
Such a 2-cell maps states of S into states of S′, in a way that preserves the
information stored by A and B. Particular families of 2-cell have natural
interpretations as familiar information-theoretical tasks, as we will see below.
However, all 2-cells represent some valid physical process in the ‘theory of physics’
modelled by our 2-category. In the quantum-mechanical interpretation, β is a linear
map which leaves invariant the outcomes of the observables A and B, treating them
as conserved quantities. The subspaces corresponding to different outcomes are
‘superselection sectors’, to use the terminology of theoretical physics.
Diagrams representing 2-cells can be ‘pasted’ together along common edges,
forming larger composite 2-cells. This can be done in two basic ways: horizontally,
written algebraically with the connective ◦; and vertically, written algebraically
with the connective ·. The algebraic content of a 2-category lies in the description
of when two such composites of the same overall type are equal.
Reversing processes
We require our monoidal 2-category to come with a good notion of the reversal
of a process. For each 2-cell S
β−→ T , we write the reversed process as T β†−→ S.
Quantum mechanically, this reversal is given by the adjoint of the linear map that
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describes the process. We model it formally as an involutive monoidal endofunctor
on our symmetric monoidal 2-category, written †, which is the identity on objects
and 1-cells, and which preserves all relevant categorical structures. Graphically,
this preservation condition says that the reversal acts by flipping diagrams about a
horizontal axis:
f
g
†7→
f†
g†
(5)
Since we work exclusively using the graphical calculus, this formulation of the
preservation condition is sufficient for our purposes.
With respect to a reversal operation †, we say that a 2-cell µ is an isometry if
µ† · µ = id, and unitary if in addition µ · µ† = id. This generalizes standard terms
from linear algebra.
2.3 Witnessing classical information
Introduction
In quantum theory we can encode a classical bit as the quantum states |0〉 and |1〉
of a qubit. More generally, given any type of classical information taking some set
of possible values, we can describe a quantum system whose Hilbert space has a
basis indexed by these values. Preparing our system in one of these basis states
then gives a physical witness encoding the value of the classical information, and
many such witnesses can be freely prepared.
Any particular such witness is perfectly correlated with the classical bit. In
our notation this gives rise to systems of type 2 1 or 1 2, as described in
Section 2.2. In this section we give a formal axiomatization of the general structure
held by these witnesses, which turns out to be overtly topological.
Abstract witnesses
For an object A representing a classical data type, its witnesses, if they exist, are
1-cells of type A
A−→ I and I A−→ A. By abuse of notation, we give both of these
1-cells the same name as the object whose data they are encoding. Graphically, we
represent our witnesses in the following way:
(6)
A
A−→ I I A−→ A (7)
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For A
A−→ I and I A−→ A to be good witnesses, we require the following physical
operations to be available as 2-cells, each having a particular interpretation:
Create uniform classical data (8)
Delete classical data (9)
Copy classical data (10)
Compare classical data (11)
Since the graphical notations for (8) and (9) are mirror-images of each other about a
horizontal axis, this implies that they are related to each other by the †-operation,
as described in Section 2.2. The same holds for operations (10) and (11). This
encodes the intuition that, for each of these pairs, each member is the ‘reversal’ of
the other.
We can describe intuitively the tasks these 2-cells represent. In (8), instances
of systems A
A−→ I and I A−→ A are created, in a superposition of every possible
state. The states of these new systems are correlated, and also recorded by the
classical data associated to the object A. Essentially, this models the quantum
creation of uniformly random classical information. In (9), a reverse process is
carried out: regardless of which state two perfectly-correlated copies of S are in,
those systems are erased. The 2-cell (10) has the interpretation of copying classical
data: given an original single region of classical data, two new copies of the system
S are created, each in the given state. And lastly, (11) represents the process of
comparing instances of A
A−→ I and I A−→ A and ensuring the classical information
recorded about them by the object A is the same. This final operation has the
possibility of failing, which in a particular model of the formalism would correspond
to the presence of a nontrivial kernel.
Topological axioms
To capture these intuitions mathematically, we require that these 2-cells satisfy some
equations, which have a clear topological interpretation. In categorical terminology,
the following encode the statement that I
A−→ A and A A−→ I are ambidextrous duals:
= (12)
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= (13)
= (14)
= (15)
These axioms say that bends in the graphical notation can be introduced or
straightened-out without changing the value of the diagram as a whole, giving the
calculus topological properties.
We also impose two further equations which ensure that our copying and
comparison operations have good properties. The first encodes the idea that copying
followed by comparison should give the identity:
= (16)
The second says that if we copy classical data, swapping the copies makes no
difference. Here we make use of the symmetric monoidal 2-category structure to
interpret ‘crossings’ of 1-cells in our graphical calculus.
= (17)
We say that 1-cells A
A−→ I and I A−→ A provide witnesses for the object A when
they are equipped with 2-cells (8–11) satisfying equations (12–17). Aside from the
role played by the monoidal unit object I, this equation is the only axiom making
use of the monoidal structure on our 2-category.
The axioms (12)–(17) can be neatly summarized by saying that for a given pair
of witnesses (6), any two surfaces built from the components (8)–(11) are equal if
and only if they have the same topology, up to genus. For example, the following
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equation holds:
=
If the intuitions described above for the 2-cells (8–11) are accepted, then every
such equation is a meaningful story about the consequences of creating, forgetting,
copying and comparing classical data. However, formally, we take this topological
property to be the defining consistency condition which makes these intuitions
reasonable. Evidence for the reasonableness of these axioms and intuitions is that
they match when applied in 2Hilb, as described in Section 3.
2.4 Measurements and controlled operations
Nondegenerate measurement
Measurement in our formalism is a dynamical process, in which the result of the
measurement is encoded by correlations between physical systems.
Given systems A
A−→ I and I A−→ A witnessing the object A, a nondegenerate
measurement is a unitary 2-cell of the following form:
Perform a nondegenerate measurement (18)
The thick line in the lower part of the picture represents the physical system to be
measured, uncorrelated with any classical information. After the measurement we
have the composite I
A−→ A A−→ I, representing a pair of systems which are perfectly
correlated with respect to classical data associated to the object A. This classical
data indexes the possible outcomes of the measurement, and the two resulting
systems are produced in a superposition of correlated states which encode these
outcomes.
Invertibility of the measurement 2-cell (18) is enormously important, and befits
a notion of measurement in a formalism inspired by decoherence. There is no
‘collapse of the wavefunction’, only the development of correlations between physical
systems. In this case, those physical systems are the two correlated systems which
form the left- and right-hand boundaries of the shaded region. As we will see,
these act as ‘gateways’ to the classical information: they can produce new quantum
systems, initialized to carry a copy of the classical data that was obtained from the
measurement. The shaded region represents a ‘future information cone’, analogous
to a future light cone in special relativity, in which the result of the measurement
is available.
The space of isomorphisms of the form (18) represents the space of nondegenerate
measurements that can be performed on the initial system to yield a measurement
outcome valued in A. For example, as we explore in detail in Section 3, if A
represents a classical bit and the initial system is a qubit with state space C2, then
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the space of unitaries of the form (18) is precisely the space of orthonormal bases of
C
2. Or it might be that A has the wrong number of degrees of freedom to encode the
outcomes of nondegenerate measurements on our system: for example, in quantum
theory, we cannot use the 3-element set to index outcomes of a nondegenerate
measurement on a qubit. In this case, no isomorphisms of the appropriate type will
exist.
Since the measurement 2-cell (18) is required to be unitary, the physical process
it represents can be fully inverted. The inverse process has the following graphical
representation:
Encode classical information (19)
This can be interpreted as the preparation of a quantum system, in a way which
depends on the value of the classical information, such that the classical information
can be perfectly recovered from the quantum system. It removes the correlations
between the original systems, returning a single system whose state encodes the
original classical information. The classical information could still be directly
available; for example, if it had previously been copied by a vertex of the form (10).
The invertibility equations take the following form:
= = (20)
The first of these says that if we have some classical information which we encode
using some basis in the state of a physical system, measuring that system in
the same basis recovers the classical information. The second says that if we
measure a physical system to obtain some classical information, and then encode
this information back into the state of a physical system, then we have done
nothing at all. From the perspective of quantum mechanics, a possible conceptual
problem is that the result of the original measurement could be considered as still
available in principle, in which case performing these two procedures does indeed
have some nontrivial overall effect. Behind this argument is the assumption that
correlations recording the measurement outcome rapidly become established with
the environment. However, in principle, it is possible to reverse these correlations,
and that is what our idealized encoding map (19) represents. This is completely
consistent with a pure-state perspective on quantum measurement, as described in
particular by the decoherence programme [37].
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Arbitrary projective measurement
More generally, we can describe an arbitrary projective measurement as a unitary
2-cell of the following form:
Perform a projective measurement (21)
Thicker lines represent represent arbitrary 1-cells of the correct type, while the
thinner line represents an object witnessing classical data as per Section 2.3. The
source of this 2-cell is a 1-cell I
T−→ I representing our original physical system,
and the target is some composite I
TA−−→ A A−→ I representing the effect of the
measurement. The 1-cell I
TA−−→ A is interpreted as the original system T , modified
such that information about the state of the system is stored in the object A.
Quantum mechanically, this would correspond to the decomposition of T into a
family of orthogonal subspaces, indexed by the values of A. This system I
TA−−→ A
is correlated with the system A
A−→ I, in a way which is conditional on the value of
the classical information associated to the object A.
For a concrete quantum-mechanical model, we can take the object A to be single
classical bit with values {0, 1}, the 1-cell A A−→ I to be the Hilbert space C2 with
basis {|0〉, |1〉} indexed by the values of A, the 1-cell I T−→ I to be some Hilbert space,
and the 1-cell I
TA−−→ A to be the Hilbert space T equipped with a pair of orthogonal
projectors P0, P1 : T T indexed by the values of A. The composite I
TA−−→ A A−→ I
represents the subspace of T ⊗C2 spanned by states which are perfectly correlated
with respect to the data monitored by the observable A, which is the space spanned
by the images of the projectors P0⊗|0〉〈0| and P1⊗|1〉〈1|. The measurement vertex
then represents the linear map
|φ〉 7→ P0|φ〉 ⊗ |0〉+ P1|φ〉 ⊗ |1〉, (22)
where |φ〉 is the original quantum state of the system T . This is indeed a unitary
as required. A full proof of the equivalence of this notion of measurement with the
ordinary one is given in Section 3.
Controlled operations
The final fundamental construction that we will consider is a controlled operation.
It takes the following form:
Perform a controlled operation (23)
This is required to satisfy no equations: it is specified only by its type. It acts on a
system witnessing classical information on the left-hand side, along with a separate
uncorrelated system on the right-hand side.
The system encoding classical information cannot have its stage changed by this
process, since it is perfectly correlated with the classical information which forms
the context for the operation. However, the state of the uncorrelated system can
be modified in an arbitrary fashion, and this can be done in a way which depends
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on the state of the correlated system. This is precisely the definition of a controlled
operation: a family of operations to be performed on one system, the choice of which
depends on the state of another system.
In quantum theory we are often particularly interested in controlled families of
unitary operations. This special case is obtained in our formalism by requiring the
controlled operation vertex (23) to itself be unitary, as defined in Section 2.2.
2.5 Internal algebras and modules
Our formalism gives rise to algebras and modules in the symmetric monoidal
category of scalars of our symmetric monoidal 2-category. Intuitively, a witness
for an object exhibits it as the category of modules for an algebra, a nondegenerate
measurement gives rise to particular algebra, and an arbitrary measurement gives
rise to a module for an algebra. All these algebras are internal commutative
†-Frobenius algebras. This gives a concrete connection to the categorical
quantum mechanics research programme [20, 21] in which special commutative
†-Frobenius algebras, there called classical structures, play a central role as abstract
characterizations of bases for finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Theorem 2.1. A witness for an object gives rise to a canonical special commutative
†-Frobenius algebra in the symmetric monoidal category of scalars.
Proof. Given witnesses I
A−→ A and A A−→ I, there is a commutative †-Frobenius
algebra on the object I
A−→ A A−→ I. The multiplication is given by the following
2-cell:
(24)
The unit is the 2-cell (8) which creates uniform classical data. The associativity,
unit and Frobenius equations follow from the duality equations (12–15) and the
interchange rule for 2-categories. The specialness axiom follows from the hole-
deletion axiom (16).
The 1-cell I
A−→ A A−→ I represents the witnessing system shorn of its interaction with
the object A. The multiplication structure compares the classical data encoded in
each tensor factor of the domain.
The following theorems examine the structures imposed by measurement
operations.
Theorem 2.2. A nondegenerate measurement gives rise to a commutative
†-Frobenius algebra on the system being measured.
Proof. Immediate; given a unitary isomorphism between I
A−→ A A−→ I and
some Hilbert space H, the classical structure constructed in Theorem 2.1 can be
transported along the unitary to H. The result has the following representation:
(25)
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Theorem 2.3. A projective measurement gives rise to a module for the commutative
†-Frobenius algebra arising from the associated witness.
Proof. A projective measurement is represented by a unitary of the following type:
(26)
We define our module action to be the following 2-cell:
(27)
The associativity axiom and unit module axioms follow from the duality
equations (12–15) and the interchange rule for 2-categories.
3 2–Hilbert spaces
3.1 Introduction
Applying the formalism described in Section 2 in different symmetric monoidal
2-categories gives us different interpretations of the constructions the formalism
describes: classical data, physical systems, measurements and controlled operations.
In this sense, we can think of a choice of target 2-category as a ‘theory of physics’
or ‘model of computation’ in which we can work. To recover finite-dimensional
quantum physics, we must work in 2Hilb, the symmetric monoidal 2-category of
finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert spaces [4].
This 2-category can be presented in different, equivalent ways. Each of these
gives us an independent way to see why applying our formalism in 2Hilb should
recover ordinary quantum theory. We will consider the following perspectives:
1. Objects are natural numbers, 1-cells are matrices of finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces, 2-cells are matrices of bounded linear maps.
2. Objects are environments storing classical information, 1-cells are quantum
systems equipped with environmental interactions, 2-cells are dynamical maps
protected from decoherence.
This section will focus on perspective 1. We first describe the basic theory of
2–Hilbert spaces. Then, taking perspective 1 as primary, we show in a series
of theorems how applying the formal axiomatizations of classical information,
measurement and controlled operations given in Section 2 reproduces the
conventional quantum notions. Perspective 2 listed above will be discussed in
Appendix A.
Expounding these different perspectives has several benefits. Primarily, it
provides a well-rounded intuition for why 2Hilb is the correct 2-category for
describing quantum theory. But it also places these ideas in a broader mathematical
context, suggesting different paths to desirable generalizations, such as infinite-
dimensional quantum theory or different theories of physics.
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3.2 Basic theory
Definition
We begin by summarizing some basic aspects of the theory of 2–Hilbert spaces, as
developed by Baez [4]. A 2–Hilbert space is an abelian category enriched over Hilb,
the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, with a †-structure, conjugate-
linear on the hom-sets, satisfying
〈f ◦ g, h〉 = 〈g, f † ◦ h〉 = 〈f, h ◦ g†〉 (28)
for all morphisms f, g, h for which these composites make sense. This definition
is analogous to the definition of an ordinary Hilbert space, as a complex vector
space equipped with a positive-definite inner product. The 2-category 2Hilb of
2–Hilbert spaces has 2–Hilbert spaces as objects, linear functors as 1-cells, and
natural transformations as 2-cells. However, thanks to a structure theorem for
finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert spaces which we describe below, we will not need to
work directly with this definition.
Bases
A basis for a 2–Hilbert space is a set of objects from which every object can be
constructed by taking finite direct sums. A zero object is considered as an empty
direct sum for this purpose. Every 2–Hilbert space has a basis, and the dimension
dim(H) of a 2–Hilbert space H is the cardinality of its smallest basis. A 2–Hilbert
space is finite-dimensional when dim(H) is finite. These definitions are directly
analogous to the corresponding notions for a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. From
now on we will assume all our 2–Hilbert spaces are finite-dimensional. A functor F
between 2–Hilbert spaces is linear if, for all morphisms f, g in the same homset of the
domain, we have F (f+g) = F (f)+F (g). We define 2Hilb to be the 2-category with
finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert spaces as objects, linear functors as 1-cells, and natural
transformations as 2-cells. Our concern in this paper is finite-dimensional quantum
theory, and so from now on we focus on finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert spaces; there
is a general theory of 2–Hilbert spaces as representation categories of arbitrary von
Neumann algebras [7], which would be relevant for further investigations into the
appropriate 2-categorical structure for infinite-dimensional quantum theory.
A structure theorem says that for every finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert space H,
there is an equivalence
H ≃ Hilbdim(H), (29)
where the right-hand side represents the Cartesian product of dim(H) copies of the
category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. This gives an analogy once again to
the theory of ordinary Hilbert spaces, where for every finite-dimensional Hilbert
space J , we have an isomorphism
J ≃ Cdim(J). (30)
2–Hilbert spaces are therefore quite tractable mathematical objects: up to
equivalence, their objects are simply n-tuples of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces,
and their morphisms are n-tuples of linear maps.
Taking advantage of this structure theorem, we restrict our attention to
2–Hilbert spaces of the form Hilbn where n is a natural number. In a 2–Hilbert
space, an object S is simple if it is not a zero object, and cannot be written as
a direct sum of other objects in nontrivial way. In the 2–Hilbert space Hilbn
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there are n isomorphism classes of simple objects, of which a convenient family
of representatives are (C, 0, . . . , 0), (0,C, . . . , 0), . . ., (0, 0, . . . ,C). This family of
objects provides a basis for Hilbn.
Matrix notation
A linear functor Hilbn Hilbm is completely defined up to isomorphism by
its action on a basis of simple objects of Hilbn, each of which will be mapped
independently by F to an object of Hilbm. We can use this to represent a linear
functor as a matrix of Hilbert spaces:

F1,1 F1,2 · · · F1,n
F2,1 F2,2 · · · F2,n
...
...
. . .
...
Fm,1 Fm,2 · · · Fm,n

 (31)
This is analogous to the matrix representation of a bounded linear map between
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces with chosen basis.
Up to isomorphism, composition of functors is given by matrix composition, with
direct sum and tensor product taking the place of addition and multiplication for
ordinary matrix multiplication. For example, we can compose the following functors
of type Hilb2 Hilb2 in the following way:(
G1,1 G1,2
G2,1 G2,2
)
◦
(
H1,1 H1,2
H2,1 H2,2
)
≃
(
(G1,1⊗H1,1)⊕ (G1,2⊗H2,1) (G1,1⊗H1,2)⊕ (G1,2⊗H2,2)
(G2,1⊗H1,1)⊕ (G2,2⊗H2,1) (G2,1⊗H1,2)⊕ (G2,2⊗H2,2)
)
(32)
This is only isomorphic to the composite, rather than strictly equal, since
composition of functors is strictly associative, but this composition operation is not.
We have a tradeoff here that is common in higher category theory: by making our
space of 1-cells easier to understand, a form of skeletality, we lose good properties
of composition of 1-cells, a form of strictness.
We can also use the matrix calculus to describe objects of our 2–Hilbert spaces.
Up to isomorphism, objects of a 2–Hilbert space Hilbn correspond to functors
Hilb Hilbn, by considering the value taken by the functor on the object C in
Hilb. Using the matrix notation, an object (H1, . . . ,Hn) of Hilb
n corresponds to
the following functor: 

H1
H2
...
Hn

 (33)
The action of functors on objects can be calculated up to isomorphism by
composition of functors.
Natural transformations
A natural transformation L : F ⇒ G between two matrices is given by a family of
bounded linear maps Li,j : Fi,j Gi,j . We write this as a matrix of linear maps,
in the following way:
(
F1,1 F1,2
F2,1 F2,2
)

L1,1 L1,2
L2,1 L2,2


−−−−−−−−−→
(
G1,1 G1,2
G2,1 G2,2
)
(34)
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Vertical composition of 2-cells, denoted in the graphical calculus by vertical
juxtaposition, acts elementwise by composition of linear maps. Horizontal
composition and tensor product act in a more complicated way, which we do not
describe directly here.
There is a reversal operation † on 2Hilb, in the sense of Section 2.2. In our
matrix representation, it sends matrices of linear maps to matrices of their adjoints.
So acting on the example above, it gives the following result:
(
G1,1 G1,2
G2,1 G2,2
)

L1,1
† L1,2†
L2,1
† L2,2†


−−−−−−−−−−→
(
F1,1 F1,2
F2,1 F2,2
)
(35)
This †-operation, called “∗” in the paper [4], acts as the identity on 0-cells and
1-cells.
In the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, we have the following basic
property of endomorphisms.
Lemma 3.1. In the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, for any two
morphisms H
f,g−−→ H, for any object H, we have f ◦ g = idH ⇔ g ◦ f = idH .
Proof. Suppose we have f ◦ g = idH . Then det(f) det(g) > 0, so both f and g are
invertible. So there exists some g′ with g′ ◦f = idH . But then g′ = g′ ◦f ◦g = g.
This straightforwardly extends to 2-cells in 2Hilb.
Lemma 3.2. In the 2-category of finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert spaces, for any two
2-cells F
σ,τ
F , for any 1-cell F , we have σ · τ = idF ⇔ τ · σ = idF .
Proof. Immediate from the previous lemma, since vertical composition of 2-cells is
given by composition of the constituent linear maps.
Adjoints
Every linear functor between finite-dimensional 2–Hilbert spaces has a simultaneous
left and right adjoint. In terms of the matrix formalism, this is constructed by
constructing the dual Hilbert space for each entry in the matrix, and then taking
the transpose of the matrix. This is analogous to the conjugate transpose operation
that constructs the adjoint of a matrix representing a linear map between Hilbert
spaces.
To take a concrete example, the adjoint F † to the functor F presented above in
expression (31) has the following form:


F ∗1,1 F
∗
2,1 · · · F ∗m,1
F ∗1,2 F
∗
2,2 · · · F ∗m,2
...
...
. . .
...
F ∗1,n F
∗
2,n · · · F ∗m,n

 (36)
To present the adjunction F ⊣ F †, we must construct natural transformations
idHilbn
σ
F † ◦ F and F ◦ F † τ idHilbm . These are defined in the following way,
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given unit and counit maps ηi,j : C F
∗
i,j ⊗ Fi,j and ǫi,j : Fi,j ⊗ F ∗i,j C:
σ =


⊕
j η1,j 0 · · · 0
0
⊕
j η2,j · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ⊕j ηn,j

 (37)
τ =


⊕
j ǫj,1 0 · · · 0
0
⊕
j ǫj,2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ⊕j ǫj,n

 (38)
Conversely, every adjunction F ⊣ F † is of this form for some family of unit and
counit maps. Taking the adjoint of each of these linear maps gives data for the
opposite adjunction F † ⊣ F .
3.3 Interpreting the formalism
Interpreting objects, 1-cells and 2-cells
Objects. In our abstract formalism, objects represent types of classical information.
In 2Hilb objects are characterized up to equivalence by the natural numbers, so
these form our classical data types.
1-cells. A 1-cell A
F−→ B in our formalism represents a physical system, with
classical information about its state encoded in the objects A and B. In 2Hilb,
such a 1-cell is described up to equivalence by a matrix of Hilbert spaces, by the
discussion in Section 3.2. This represents a system with Hilbert space
⊕
ijFij , the
direct sum of all the entries of the matrix. Knowing the values of the classical data
types A and B gives a restriction to a row and column of the matrix, telling us the
subspace in which our state must be located.
2-cells. Given two systems A
F,G−−→ B, a 2-cell F G is a matrix of linear
maps, one for each element of the set A × B. This gives rise to a linear map⊕
ijFij
⊕
ijGij , and hence provides quantum dynamics transforming the system
represented by F into the system represented by G in the ordinary sense. However,
by construction, this overall map preserves the partitions defined on these spaces.
The row and column indexes enumerating the partitions are dynamical constants,
which the quantum evolution is required to preserve.
Witnesses for classical data
Following Section 2.3, a witness for an object Hilbn of 2Hilb is a pair of 1-cells
Hilb
n−→ Hilbn and Hilbn n−→ Hilb, equipped with 2-cells (8–11) satisfying
equations (12–17).
Theorem 3.3. In 2Hilb, each object Hilbn has a unique witness up to unitary
isomorphism, for which the 1-cell part consists of the n-element matrices
=


C
C
...
C

 =
(
C C · · · C ) (39)
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and the 2-cell part consists of the following structures, where each matrix has either
1 or n rows or columns:
Copy
=


C 0 · · · 0
0 C · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · C




(
1
) (
00,C
) · · · (00,C)(
00,C
) (
1
) · · · (00,C)
...
...
. . .
...(
00,C
) (
00,C
) · · · (1)


−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→


C C · · · C
C C · · · C
...
...
. . .
...
C C · · · C

 (40)
Compare
=


C C · · · C
C C · · · C
...
...
. . .
...
C C · · · C




(
1
) (
0C,0
) · · · (0C,0)(
0C,0
) (
1
) · · · (0C,0)
...
...
. . .
...(
0C,0
) (
0C,0
) · · · (1)


−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→


C 0 · · · 0
0 C · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · C

 (41)
Create
=
(
C
)




1
1
...
1




−−−−−→ (Cn) (42)
Delete
=
(
C
n
)
((
1 1 · · · 1 )
)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (C) (43)
Proof. We suppose the witness Hilbn
n−→ Hilb has the fully general form
(V1 V2 · · · Vn). This induces a comparison 2-cell (11) as follows, since it is the
counit for an adjunction:


V ∗1 ⊗ V1 V ∗1 ⊗ V2 · · · V ∗1 ⊗ Vn
V ∗2 ⊗ V1 V ∗2 ⊗ V2 · · · V ∗2 ⊗ Vn
...
...
. . .
...
V ∗n ⊗ V1 V ∗n ⊗ V2 · · · V ∗n ⊗ Vn




ǫ1 0 · · · 0
0 ǫ2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ǫn


−−−−−−−−−−−−→


C 0 · · · 0
0 C · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · C

 (44)
Here the linear maps V ∗i ⊗Vi ǫi−→ C are part of a pair witnessing the duality between
the vector spaces Vi and V
∗
i .
We now consider the multiplication 2-cell (24) formed by composing this 2-cell
horizontally with our witnesses. This is a 2-cell
⊕
i,j
Vi ⊗ V ∗i ⊗ Vj ⊗ V ∗j
⊕
k
Vk ⊗ V ∗k , (45)
which for elements φ, χ ∈ Vi and ψ, ω ∈ Vj acts in the following way on the i, j
summand:
φ⊗ χ∗ ⊗ ψ ⊗ ω∗ 7→ δi,j φ⊗ ǫi(χ∗ ⊗ ψ)⊗ ω∗ (46)
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We now impose requirement (17), which says that this composite must be
commutative. The swap operator takes the i, j summand to the j, i summand,
swapping the factors Vi ⊗ V ∗i and Vj ⊗ V ∗j using the symmetry map of the category
of Hilbert spaces. The commutativity law therefore gives the following equation for
all φ, χ, ψ, ω ∈ Vi:
φ⊗ ǫi(χ∗ ⊗ ψ) ⊗ ω∗ = ψ ⊗ ǫi(ω∗ ⊗ φ)⊗ χ∗ (47)
Graphically, this has the following representation:
= (48)
This can only hold if each vector space Vi is 1-dimensional.
From the normalization equation (16), we obtain that each of the coefficients ǫi
is a unit complex number. Since we work only up to unitary isomorphism, we may
choose these all equal to 1. This fixes the form of (40) and (41). The topological
equations (12)–(15) then directly imply the forms of expressions (42) and (43).
This theorem tells us that the classical data encoded by the object Hilbn is
witnessed by a family of n one-dimensional quantum systems. This confirms the
fact that it represents the classical n-element set in our theory.
Measurement
Theorem 3.4. In 2Hilb, a nondegenerate measurement on a Hilbert space
corresponds an ordered orthonormal basis.
Proof. A nondegenerate measurement is a unitary 2-cell with domain given by some
Hilbert space H, and target given by the composite Hilb
n−→ Hilbn n−→ Hilb of
witnesses for the object Hilbn. By Theorem 3.3, we can use the matrix calculus to
write this composite as a 2-cell of the form
(
C C · · · C )◦


C
C
...
C

 = C⊕ C⊕ · · · ⊕ C (49)
with n summands. A unitary isomorphism between this space and some Hilbert
space H exactly comprises an ordered orthonormal basis for H.
Theorem 3.5. In 2Hilb, a general projective measurement corresponds to a
decomposition of a Hilbert space into a set of orthogonal subspaces.
Proof. A general projective measurement is defined as a unitary 2-cell with target
given by a composite Hilb
F−→ Hilbn n−→ Hilb, where F is an arbitrary 1-cell and n
is a 1-cell acting as a witness for the object Hilbn. In the matrix calculus, we can
perform this composition in the following way:
(
C C · · · C )◦


F1
F2
...
Fn

 = (F1 ⊗ C)⊕ (F2 ⊗ C)⊕ · · · ⊕ (Fn ⊗C)
≃ F1 ⊕ F2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fn (50)
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A unitary isomorphism from some Hilbert space H to this space exactly corresponds
to an orthogonal decomposition of H by the subspaces Fi.
Controlled operations
Theorem 3.6. In 2Hilb, a controlled operation on H indexed by an object Hilbn
corresponds to an independent choice of n endomorphisms of H.
Proof. The source and target of a controlled operation in our formalism is a 1-cell
of the the following form:
(51)
Here, the left-hand line is a physical witness for an object Hilbn, shaded red in the
diagram, and the right-hand line represents some Hilbert space H. Writing them
out in terms of the matrix calculus, we can evaluate their composite as follows:

C
C
...
C

◦
(
H
) ≃


H
H
...
H

 (52)
The column matrices here each have n rows. The space of endomorphisms of this
composite is clearly a list of n endomorphisms of H.
It is clear that a particular endomorphism of the composite is invertible or unitary
iff each individual endomorphism of H is invertible or unitary.
4 Application to quantum information
4.1 Introduction
Overview
The specifications for some quantum protocols can be encoded abstractly as
equations between composites of our graphical components. For example, in the
introduction we gave the example of teleportation, with the following specification:
= (53)
The vertices represent arbitrary unitary operations of the correct type, so this is an
equation in two unknowns. Implementations of the specification in quantum theory
— that is, actual sets of instructions for carrying out quantum teleportation in the
real world — correspond to solutions to the equation in the 2-category 2Hilb. In this
section we investigate quantum teleportation, dense coding, complementarity and
quantum erasure from this perspective, gaining new insights into their mathematical
structure.
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Computational verification
Given a suggested solution to a specification — that is, a suggested implementation
of a quantum procedure — manually verifying whether the relevant graphical
equation is satisfied is not necessarily straightforward. While elegant and natural
at a high level, the nuts-and-bolts of the required 2-dimensional algebra can be
cumbersome and difficult to manipulate in their raw form, involving matrices of
matrices which can be composed in three distinct ways. For this reason, it makes
sense to use a computer algebra package to take care of the low-level details.
We use a preview version of TwoVect.m [36], an add-on to Mathematica that
implements all the basic operations of the 2-category of 2–vector spaces. This is
soon to be made publicly available. Using such a package, verifying that a graphical
equation is solved by particular choices of 2-cells becomes an easy calculation, often
only requiring a single line of code. In addition, since the fragment of 2Hilb of
relevance to this work is represented in a strict and skeletal way within TwoVect.m,
no additional complications are introduced by structural isomorphisms.
For the quantum teleportation, dense coding, complementarity and quantum
erasure examples, we provide code to demonstrate that the conventional implemen-
tations provide solutions to the graphical equations we provide. A Mathematica
notebook containing these calculations is available at the author’s website [41]. In
that notebook, and in places throughout this section, we use the following standard
notation for the basic 1-cells and 2-cells of the formalism:
WitnessL(n) n n WitnessR(n)
n
Copy(n)
n
Compare(n)
n
Create(n)
n
Delete(n)
The label n here indicates that the region corresponds to the objectHilbn in 2Hilb,
playing the role of a piece of classical data that can take n values. The 2-cells
corresponding to these these components in 2Hilb are as described in Theorem 3.3.
Also, we write Q for the Hilbert space C2 seen as a 1-cell of type Hilb Hilb in
2Hilb.
4.2 Mathematical aspects
Introduction
Here we introduce two mathematical developments which are useful for our analysis
later in this section.
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The theory of a specification
Given the specification for a quantum procedure, we define the theory of the
specification to be the free symmetric monoidal 2-category on generators given
by the components used in the specification, modulo the relation given by the
specification equation itself. A good reference for the theory of presentations
of monoidal 2-categories by generators and relations is the thesis of Schommer-
Pries [38].
This formalism has the benefit of making implementations of specifications easy
to talk about using the language of category theory. For the theory T of some
specification S, an implementation is precisely a symmetric monoidal 2-functor F
of the following type:
TS
F−→ 2Hilb (54)
In this way, the study of implementations of quantum protocols becomes a part of
representation theory. In particular, we are close to the definition of a TQFT, as a
symmetric monoidal n-functor
nCob
Z−→ nHilb. (55)
Exploring these connections has the potential to lead to closer relationships between
representation theory and quantum information.
Working with theories for specifications also gives a natural way to describe
equivalences between specifications. Taken together, Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 later
in this section show that implementations of dense coding and teleportation are
equivalent. Formally, the most elegant way to say this is that we obtain a symmetric
monoidal equivalence between the theories of teleportation and dense coding:
TT TDC≃ (56)
This allows us to convert an implementation of teleportation into an implementation
of dense coding, and vice-versa, by pre-composing the appropriate equivalence with
the implementation functor (54).
Horizontal invertibility
Suppose we have a 2-cell of the following form:
GF
JH
f (57)
Then it is invertible if there exists a 2-cell g of the opposite type such that the
following equations are satisfied:
f
g
=
g
f
= (58)
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This sort of invertibility is a standard concept in 2-category theory. Since the 2-cells
are connected vertically, we could also call this vertical invertibility ; the 2-cells f
and g are then vertical inverses.
However, in a 2-category we can also stack morphisms side-by-side. This suggests
another notion of invertibility. We define a 2-cell of the form (57) to be horizontally
invertible if there exist adjunctions ∗F ⊣ F , ∗J ⊣ J , G ⊣ G∗ and H ⊣ H∗, and a
2-cell of the form
∗FG∗
H∗∗J
f ′ (59)
such that the following equations hold:
f f ′ = (60)
f ′ f = (61)
In this case we say that f and f ′ are horizontal inverses. Just as with ordinary
inverses, the existence of a horizontal inverse to a 2-cell of a given composite type
is a property, not a structure. However, if a horizontal inverse exists, its identity
depends up to isomorphism on the choice of duality 2-cells used to witness the
relevant adjunctions of 1-cells. This concept is also interesting to study in 1-object
2-categories, better known as monoidal categories.
Lemma 4.1. In a 2-category, a 2-cell
GF
JH
f (62)
is horizontally invertible iff one, and hence both, of the following composites are
vertically invertible:
G
F ∗
J∗
H
f
J
H∗
G∗
F
f (63)
Proof. Immediate by applying the string diagram calculus for 2-categories.
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If our 2-category is equipped with a †-operation which is coherent with the rest
of the structure, as described at the end of Section 2.2, we can extend this definition
in a natural way, by defining a 2-cell of the form (57) to be horizontally unitary if
one of the composites in (63), and hence both, are vertically unitary.
4.3 Quantum teleportation
Conventional teleportation
In this section we analyze quantum teleportation. First introduced in 1993 [13], it
is one of the most important quantum procedures. It is specified in our framework
by the following graphical identity, as given in the introduction:
=
1√
n
(64)
On the left-hand side of the equation a system is introduced, an entangled state is
prepared, a measurement is performed, and a controlled operation is executed. The
right-hand diagram is much simpler: the original system exits without interacting,
and the classical data is uniformly-generated and disconnected from the free
quantum system. The statement that teleportation works is exactly the assertion
that a solution to this equation can be found in the 2-category 2Hilb, using
components which satisfy the axioms of our formalism.
We now demonstrate that ordinary qubit teleportation gives a solution in this
sense. First, we rewrite our specification to put it in a more convenient form.
4 UBell
MBell
ψBell
=
1
2
4
Create(4) (65)
Since the measurement operation for qubit teleportation has 4 outcomes, we label
the regions of classical data with the number 4, indicating that they correspond
to the object Hilb4 in 2Hilb. We label creation of the Bell state as “ψBell”,
the measurement operation as “MBell”, the controlled unitary as “UBell”, and the
creation of 4-valued uniform classical data as “Create(4)”. The factor of 12 on the
right-hand side ensures that the process of creating uniform classical data is an
isometry.
To proceed, we must define a 2-cell in 2Hilb for each of the four components
MBell, UBell, and ψBell, the 2-cell representing Create(4) having been already defined
in Theorem 3.3.
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The 2-cell ψBell represents the creation of the Bell state
1√
2
(|00〉 + |11〉) as an
element of C2⊗C2, the state space of two qubits. It has the following explicit form:
ψBell =

 1√2


1
0
0
1



 (66)
This is a 1-by-1 matrix, the single element of which is a linear map C C2 ⊗ C2.
We then perform a measurement in the Bell basis, which comprises the following
states:
|Bell1〉 = 1√2
(|00〉+ |11〉)
|Bell2〉 = 1√2
(|00〉 − |11〉)
|Bell3〉 = 1√2
(|01〉+ |10〉)
|Bell4〉 = 1√2
(|01〉 − |10〉)
The unitary measurement 2-cell MBell is constructed from this basis in the manner
described by Theorem 3.4, with the following result:
MBell :=

 1√2


1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1
0 1 1 0
0 1 −1 0



 (67)
This is a 1-by-1 matrix with a single entry, given by the change of basis matrix that
rotates the Bell basis into the computational basis.
The final stage of the protocol involves performing a controlled unitary operation
UBell on the remaining qubit. This is represented by the following 2-cell, as according
to Theorem 3.6:
U :=


(
1 0
0 1
)
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(
0 1
1 0
)
(
0 1
−1 0
)


(68)
It is a column matrix of four 2-by-2 matrices. Each of these 2-by-2 matrices is a
different unitary operation, the particular one to be applied depending on the value
of the classical data produced by the measurement 2-cell MBell.
The Mathematica package TwoVect.m can be used to straightforwardly verify
that these 2-cells provide a solution to equation (65). After entering the definitions
of the 1-cells WL(4), WR(4) and Q, and the 2-cells ψBell, M , U and Create(4), we
test equation (65) with the following code [41]:
(WL(4) ◦ UBell) · (MBell ◦Q) · (Q ◦ ψBell) == (Create(4) ◦Q) (69)
Mathematica returns the result true, demonstrating that the equation is satisfied.
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Axiomatization
We now analyze the form of the quantum teleportation specification more closely.
Theorem 4.2. A vertically unitary controlled operation
forms part of a solution to the teleportation specification if and only if it is also
horizontally unitary, up to a scalar factor.
Proof. We begin with the following explicit version of the quantum teleportation
specification, in which U is the vertically unitary controlled operation of the
hypothesis, and M is a vertically unitary measurement operation.
1√
n
n U
M
=
1
n
n
(70)
Suppose we have anM and a U satisfying this equation. Applying the adjoint of the
2-cell U and simplifying the normalization factors, this is equivalent to the following
expression:
n
M =
1√
n
n
U † (71)
Making use of the topological properties of the Bell state for n-dimensional quantum
systems, this can be rewritten in the following way:
n
M =
1√
n
n
U † (72)
By the definition of horizontally unitary map, this gives us our result, since M is
vertically unitary. The converse direction is the reversal of this argument.
We see that our controlled measurement operation must be unitary both horizontally
and vertically, up to a scalar factor. We call this property double unitarity.
More general teleportation procedures
We now focus on the following question: given a basis of a bipartite Hilbert space
H ⊗H, where H is finite-dimensional, can a measurement in this basis form part of
a teleportation protocol? This is a different perspective on generalized teleportation
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to that often taken in the literature, where attention is more usually devoted to the
computational power of the shared resource than to the measurement basis.
In general, where the shared resource is not of Bell type, horizontal unitarity is
not required for a measurement vertex to form part of a successful teleportation
protocol. However, the following theorem shows that the weaker property of
horizontal invertibility is required. We are left with an interesting open question:
does every horizontally-invertible bipartite measurement vertex form part of a
deterministic quantum teleportation protocol for some shared resource?
Theorem 4.3. If a bipartite measurement vertex is not horizontally invertible, then
it cannot form part of the solution to the quantum teleportation specification, even
with general shared resource.
Proof. We consider a quantum teleportation protocol with general shared resource,
ψ, not necessarily a Bell state. This gives us the following specification:
ψ
U
= (73)
Making use of the topological behaviour of classical information, and the self-duality
of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, we obtain the following equivalent version of
this equation:
U
ψ = (74)
All unknown quantities have been moved into the same part of the diagram, and
surrounded by a dotted box to emphasize that they can be treated as a single
composite 2-cell. However, it is clear that the contents of the box simply constitute
a new controlled operation, albeit not necessarily unitary. Writing this composite
as C, we can simplify our equation further:
C
= (75)
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We see that C is an inverse on one side to our ‘twisted’ measurement vertex. But
since C is an endomorphism, it must therefore be a two-sided inverse, by Lemma 3.2.
This gives us the following equation:
C
= (76)
But the existence of such an invertible 2-cell C is precisely the condition for the
original measurement vertex to be horizontally invertible.
4.4 Dense coding
Specification
We can use our formalism to write down the following specification for the dense
coding protocol:
1√
n
= (77)
On the left-hand side, we begin with a witness for classical data. An entangled state
is then prepared, and a controlled unitary operation is performed on the left-hand
part of of the entangled state. Finally, a bipartite measurement is carried out on
the two systems. As a result, classical information is copied.
Implementation
As with teleportation, we now verify that the conventional procedure for dense
coding with qubits gives an implementation in our sense, as providing a solution to
the equation (77).
As before, we begin by rewriting our specification in a manner which makes each
component clearly identifiable.
4
4
MBell
UBell
ψBell
=
4
Copy(4) (78)
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The normalization factor of (77) is no longer present, as we absorb it into the
preparation of the Bell state ψBell. The definitions of the 2-cells ψBell, UBell and
MBell are the same as in the case of quantum teleportation. The Copy(4) 2-cell is
defined according to Theorem 3.3.
To verify equation (78) we evaluate the following expression in Mathematica, as
available in the notebook accompanying this article [41]:
(WL(4) ◦MBell) · (UBell ◦Q) · (WL(4) ◦ ψBell) == (Copy(4) ◦WL(4)) (79)
The result is true, meaning we have a correct implementation of dense coding.
Axiomatization
Implementations of the dense coding specification again correspond exactly to
doubly-unitary maps of a particular form, as was the case with teleportation. As
a result, we have an exact correspondence between implementations of quantum
teleportation and implementations of dense coding, as has been described by other
more traditional techniques in the literature [42]. As discussed in Section 4.2, this
correspondence is most elegantly described in terms of the theory of a specification.
Theorem 4.4. A vertically unitary controlled operation
forms part of a solution to the dense coding specification if and only if it is also
horizontally unitary, up to a scalar factor.
Proof. Our proof has the same form as the proof of Theorem 4.2, although it differs
in its details since teleportation and dense coding have different specifications.
We begin with the following explicit version of the dense coding specification, in
which U is the vertically unitary controlled operation of the hypothesis, and M is
a vertically unitary measurement operation.
1√
n
n n
M
U
=
n
(80)
Suppose we have an M and a U satisfying this equation. Applying the adjoint of
the 2-cell M and using the topological behaviour of classical information, we obtain
the following equivalent expression:
1√
n
n
U =
n
M † (81)
By the definition of horizontally unitary map, this gives us our result, since M is
vertically unitary. The converse direction is the reversal of this argument.
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4.5 Complementarity
Introduction
Suppose we have a pair of orthonormal bases ai, bi for the same Hilbert space H.
We say they are complementary if
|〈ai|bj〉|2 = 1
dimH
(82)
for all i, j indexing the basis elements. Such pairs of bases have the attractive
property that complete knowledge of a system’s state in one basis implies complete
ignorance of its state in the other basis. A categorical axiomatization of the
complementarity condition has been given by Coecke and Duncan [16]. We will
use our formalism to describe two completely new axiomatizations, one physical
and one mathematical, and then demonstrate equivalence between our axioms and
that of Coecke and Duncan.
Axiomatization
Complementarity has a clear physical meaning: if we measure our system with
respect to the basis ai, and then again with respect to the basis bi, the results are
uncorrelated. Using our graphical calculus, drawing one observable in red and the
other in green, we can represent two sequential measurements of this kind in the
following way:
(83)
In order, this composite corresponds to performing a nondegenerate measurement
in the red basis, copying the measurement result, encoding the second copy as the
state of a new quantum system using the red basis, and performing a nondegenerate
measurement in the green basis on this new system. To say that the results are
uncorrelated is to say that, up to the application of a global phase which could
depend on each measurement outcome, the resulting total quantum state factorizes.
We can think of such a choice of phases as a ‘controlled phase’, dependent on the two
measurement outcomes. Such a controlled phase has the following representation
in our formalism:
φ (84)
This is an endomorphism of the empty diagram, corresponding to the Hilbert space
C, controlled by the values of both types of classical data.
We combine these ideas to obtain an equational realization of our mathematical
condition. We define a pair of nondegenerate measurements indexed by classical
information of dimension n to be physically complementary if there exists a
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controlled phase φ satisfying the following equation:
=
1√
n
φ
(85)
The normalization constant ensures that the vertex representing uniform creation
of classical data is an isometry.
We define the following vertices to represent the multiplications and comultipli-
cations of the commutative †-Frobenius algebras arising from our two measurement
bases, in the manner of Theorem 2.2:
:= := := := (86)
:= := := := (87)
We now use these to demonstrate equivalences between three different axiomati-
zations of the complementarity condition. Condition 2 below stands out as the
simplest of these.
Theorem 4.5. Given a pair of nondegenerate measurements indexed by classical
information of dimension n, the following properties are equivalent:
1. There exists a controlled phase φ satisfying the physical complementarity
condition:
=
1√
n
φ
2. The following composite is horizontally unitary:
√
n (88)
3. The condition of Coecke and Duncan [16, Theorem 8.10] holds:
n = (89)
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Proof. We will show 1⇔ 2 and 2⇔ 3.
The implication 1⇔ 2 goes as follows:
=
1√
n
φ
⇔ = 1√
n
φ
⇔ = 1√
n
φ
For the first equivalence we apply the inverse to the red measurement vertex at the
bottom of both sides, and ‘bend down’ the upper-right line using the comparison
2-cell (11). For the second equivalence we bend down the top-left line using the
comparison 2-cell and compose with the copying 2-cell, using axiom (16) to remove
the resulting hole. Since φ is unitary, by Lemma 4.1 we conclude that expression (88)
is horizontally unitary. This establishes proposition 2 above. This argument is
reversible, so we also have 2⇒ 1.
To prove the equivalence 2⇔ 3 we use the following graphical argument.
n = ⇔ n =
⇔ n = ⇔ n =
These results on complementarity provide a good context for discussing the
differences between our 2-categorical formalism and the monoidal category
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formalism used by Coecke, Duncan and others. Each of the 3 equivalent properties
investigated here have their own distinct identity, and each has different advantages.
Property 1 is a direct mathematical translation of the physical definition of
complementarity, and makes the most direct sense. Property 2 is the most
mathematically elegant and minimal. And property 3 requires the least machinery,
as it is entirely 1-categorical. Our theorem also serves to ‘explain’ the unusual form
of this axiom.
Finally, thanks to this theorem, we note that we can define complementary
observables in precisely the same terms as we described solutions to the teleportation
and dense coding protocols in Theorems 4.2 and 4.4, giving a surprising unity to
the foundations of all three phenomena.
Theorem 4.6. A vertically unitary preparation-measurement composite
(90)
involves a pair of complementary observables if and only if it is also horizontally
unitary, up to a scalar factor.
Proof. Straightforward from the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Implementation
We verify our physical complementarity condition (85) by demonstrating that is
it satisfied on a qubit, when the red basis is {|0〉, |1〉} and the green basis is{
1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉), 1√
2
(|0〉 − |1〉)}. This gives the following values for the measurement
vertices:
=
((
1 0
0 1
))
=
(
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
))
(91)
The controlled phase φ takes the following value:
φ =
((
1
) (
1
)
(
1
) (−1)
)
(92)
It is a 2-by-2 matrix, all the entries of which are linear maps of type C C. It is
unitary since each constituent linear map is unitary. The Mathematica notebook [41]
contains a verification that these components give a solution to equation (85).
4.6 Quantum erasure
Introduction
Our study of complementarity gives a good framework for discussing quantum
erasure. This is the phenomenon whereby, after performing a quantum measurement
as a part of a quantum procedure, erasing the resulting of the information can change
the overall effect of the quantum procedure, even if the erasure is performed after the
procedure has been completed. This is interesting to study as it fits badly with our
classical intuition, which tells us that one should not be able to affect the result of an
experiment by manipulating only systems disjoint from the measurement apparatus,
especially when this manipulation is done only after the experiment is finished.
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Analysis
We analyze quantum erasure using the following protocol:
(93)
The procedure begins with a source of classical information. We then prepare a
quantum system whose state witnesses this data, using the green measurement
basis. This is then measured in another basis, drawn in red, which we take to be
complementary to the green basis. The measurement result is copied, and one of
these copies is used to prepare a new quantum system, again using the red basis.
Finally, this new quantum system is re-measured in the green basis.
What is the result of this procedure? By complementarity, the result of the
final measurement should be uncorrelated classically with the original classical
information that existed at the beginning of the protocol. This can be shown by
applying the physical complementarity condition (85), allowing us to rewrite our
original expression (93) as follows:
1√
n
φ
(94)
The initial classical data is uncorrelated with the classical data in the top-right
region since the diagrams are disconnected, apart from the application of a global
phase.
However, we now modify our protocol by erasing the result of the red
measurement after everything else has been completed. We do this by adding an
erasure vertex (9) at the top-left of expression (93). This gives the following result:
(95)
By the topological behaviour of classical information in our formalism, and the
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inverseness of measurement and preparation, we can simplify this as follows:
= = = (96)
The result of the experiment has changed completely. Having performed the erasure,
the final measurement outcome is identical to the original classical information,
instead of uncorrelated to it as before. This demonstrates the counter-intuitive
effects of quantum erasure in a fully graphical way.
Implementation
We verify this computationally by demonstrating that, with the choice of the red
vertex as the computational basis and the green vertex as the plus/minus basis, the
first and last expressions of equation (96) are equal. The calculation can be found
in the Mathematica notebook [41].
4.7 More general protocols
Introduction
An important feature of our graphical approach is that it allows us to write down
general quantum informatic procedures in a precise way. Quite easily, specifications
can be given which do not correspond to anything described in the literature, and it
is in general a difficult problem to decide whether these specifications can actually
be implemented.
The problem of finding new protocols becomes a question of pure mathematics
in our new setting. Since every diagram corresponds to a physically-implementable
quantum procedure, every valid graphical identity in 2Hilb corresponds to a
specification of some quantum task, in the most general sense of two different
physical procedures which have the same effect when implemented on quantum
systems.
Interlaced teleportation
Here we describe a generalization of quantum teleportation. It can be thought of as
the simultaneous execution of two separate teleportation procedures, but acting on
the same quantum system, with the measurement and unitary correction steps of
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the two protocols interlaced in a particular way. This is its graphical specification:
g
f
= (97)
Step by step, the left-hand side of this equation describes the following procedures.
1. We begin with a single quantum system S, which we refer to as system 1.
2. Four new instances of S are then prepared, referred to as copies 2, 3, 4 and 5,
such the pairs (2, 5) and (3, 4) are in a Bell state.
3. Copies 1 and 2 of the system are then measured in some multi-partite basis A.
4. Simultaneously, copies 4 and 5 are also measured in some multi-partite basis B.
5. Copy 3 then has a correction performed on it, depending on the result of the
A-basis measurement.
6. Finally, another correction is applied to the same qubit, this time depending
on the result of the B-basis measurement.
The protocol is successful if this procedure has the same result as that described on
the right-hand side of the equation: the initial system S being unaffected, and its
state uncorrelated to the results of the two measurements that were performed.
This seems a perfectly reasonable quantum-informatic task. However, by a result
of Fong [28], it cannot be achieved. Since our specifications remain unchanged by
topological deformation of the classical information, this failure of implementability
is a topological invariant of our specification. We are left with a compelling open
question: can implementability of graphical specifications be deduced by solely
topological means?
A Modelling information transfer to the
environment
A.1 Introduction
In this Appendix, we describe an alternative presentation of the 2-category 2Hilb
from an explicitly physical perspective. Our model is built around quantum systems,
their dynamics, their environment, and the interactions between these. When
talking in general terms, we will use S and E to refer to our system and its
environment respectively, and will also let these symbols stand for their Hilbert
spaces of quantum states where appropriate.
The model does not describe arbitrary interactions between a system and
its environment, but only those which cause information to be ‘transferred’ in
a particularly straightforward way. Using the terminology of the decoherence
programme, this is comparable to the situation when environmental interactions
select out robust states of a quantum systems, with classical properties (see [37] for
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a survey.) This is a scenario in which the notion of ‘classical data’ extracted by
the environment can most clearly be formalized, and so it is a good foundation on
which to build our model.
We omit proofs of lemmas in this section, since they are all straightforward, and
identical to proofs in the standard theory of modules, albeit couched in unusual
physical terminology.
A.2 Classical data types
A classical data type is a Hilbert space V equipped with copying and deleting maps
δ : V V ⊗ V (98)
ǫ : V C (99)
satisfying associativity, unit, and commutativity laws:
(δ ⊗ idV ) ◦ δ = (idV ⊗ δ) ◦ δ (100)
(ǫ⊗ idV ) ◦ δ = idV = (idV ⊗ ǫ) ◦ δ (101)
swapV,V ◦ δ = δ (102)
Here we make use of the map
swapV,V : V ⊗ V V ⊗ V,
which we define by its action |φ〉 ⊗ |ψ〉 7→ |ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 on product states. A common
name for this structure is a commutative coalgebra (or commutative comonoid).
In our model, we assume that the environment E is given the structure of a
classical data type. Physically, this is motivated by the idea that the environment
stores certain kinds of information about our quantum system in a highly redundant
manner, yielding these effective copying and deleting structures.
We will use a graphical notation to describe our algebraic operations [30, 40].
In this notation vertical lines represent Hilbert spaces, and vertices represent linear
maps. Horizontal juxtaposition represents the tensor product operation, and vertical
juxtaposition represents composition. Using this notation our copying and deleting
maps have the following form, which should be read from bottom to top:
(103)
Our axioms (100–102) are then depicted in the following way:
= = = = (104)
This graphical form of the axioms has the advantage of being more immediately
comprehensible than the traditional algebraic presentation.
We will further require our classical data type to be a special †-Frobenius algebra,
also called a classical structure by Coecke and Pavlovic [20]. The axioms for this
involve the adjoints δ† : V ⊗ V V and ǫ† : C V of our copying and deleting
maps, which are drawn in the following way:
(105)
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The classical structure axioms then take the following form:
= = (106)
These axioms ensure that V is finite-dimensional, that δ acts by copying the elements
of some orthonormal basis of V , and that ǫ acts by deleting them [21]:
δ : |i〉 7→ |i〉 ⊗ |i〉 (107)
ǫ : |i〉 7→ 1 (108)
This is a significant restriction, but one which is appropriate for describing quantum
informatic phenomena. It would be interesting to consider more general classical
data types, especially for modelling continuous data; this would require dropping
the classical structure axioms (106) above.
A.3 Environmental interactions
We now suppose that our system S and environment E interact, in such a way that
information about the state of the system is transferred to the environment. To
formalize this notion, we consider linear maps of the form
τ : S E ⊗ S, (109)
having the following graphical representation:
τ
E
S
S
We use a thicker pen to draw the curve representing the environmental system, so
it be easily distinguished.
We now equip our environment E with the structure of a classical data type
(E, δ, ǫ). We say that τ : S E ⊗ S is an interaction map if the following axioms
hold:
τ
τ
SEE
S
=
τ
SE
S
E
τ
S
S
=
S
S
(110,111)
If τ has these properties, then it can be thought of as transferring data of type
(E, δ, ǫ) to the environment. This interpretation arises from the first axiom above:
in words, extracting information twice from S is the same as extracting it once and
copying the result. We also have a non-disturbance property, thanks to the second
axiom: the action of τ can be undone by a linear map which acts solely on the
environmental degrees of freedom. The axioms we have given here exactly match
the conventional mathematical notion of a comodule for a comonoid.
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We will be interested in the more general situation where data is transferred
to more than one type of environmental system. Suppose that we have two such
interaction maps, τ : S E ⊗ S and τ ′ : S E′ ⊗ S, where both E and E′
are equipped separately with the structure of a classical data type. Physically, we
imagine that these environmental interactions are occurring in some ‘uncontrollable’
fashion, transferring data about the system S to both environments arbitrarily often.
The only case in which the resulting information flow is well-defined will be when
τ and τ ′ commute, in the following sense:
τ
τ ′
SE′ E
S
=
τ ′
τ
SEE′
S
(112)
This commutativity condition can be readily extended to the situation of more than
two interaction maps, in which case all pairs are required to commute.
An interesting example of an interaction map arises in the case that the quantum
system is the same as the environment. In this case, we can choose the copying
map δ : E E ⊗ E to itself be our interaction map.
Lemma A.1. For a classical data type (E, δ, ǫ), the map δ : E E ⊗ E satisfies
the axiom of an interaction map.
It is reassuring that this is possible, as it emphasizes that despite the conceptual
split between system and environment that lies at the heart of this framework, the
environment can itself be treated as a system equipped with a canonical interaction.
A.4 Simultaneous interactions
We now consider the possibility that two quantum systems S and S′ interact
simultaneously with the same environmental system E. In this situation,
correlations are induced between states of the two system, since if one measures
the value of the environmental classical data type, one obtains a restriction on the
joint state of S ⊗ S′ to those states compatible with this value.
Suppose that our two environmental interaction maps for systems S and S′ are
τ : S E ⊗ S
τ ′ : S′ E ⊗ S′
We want to calculate those joint states of S ⊗ S′ which are consistent, in the sense
that they transfer the same classical data to the environment under the application
of τ or τ ′. We call this the tensor product of S and S′ with respect to the environment
E, written S ⊗E S′. Suppose that ψ ∈ S ⊗ S′ is such a joint state. Then we can
express this consistency property by the following equation:
τ
SE S′
ψ
= τ ′
S′E
ψ
S
(113)
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We wish to find the subspace of S⊗S′ spanned by such states. Writing this subspace
as S ⊗E S′, we can construct it as the following equalizer:
S ⊗E S′ S ⊗ S′ E ⊗ S ⊗ S′e
τ ⊗ idS′
(swapE,S ⊗ idS′) ◦ (idE ⊗ τ ′)
(114)
We choose the embedding e to be an isometry. The state space S ⊗E S′ can itself
be given a canonical environmental interaction map, as the following composite:
S ⊗E S′ e S ⊗ S′
τ⊗idS′
E ⊗ S ⊗ S′ idE⊗e
†
E ⊗ (S ⊗E S′) (115)
Lemma A.2. The composite (115) satisfies the axioms of an interaction map.
A.5 Protected dynamics
The final layer of structure to add to our model is a notion of dynamics for our
quantum systems. Since our systems are interacting with their environment in an
uncontrollable fashion, the dynamics of our system will only be well-defined if it
commutes with the interaction maps in an appropriate fashion.
Suppose f : S S′ is the linear map representing dynamical evolution. We
assume that our dynamics is local, and so S and S′ interact with the same family
of environments. We say that f is protected from decoherence, or simply protected,
when the following equation holds:
τ ′
E
f
S
S′
=
τ
E
S
f
S′
(116)
We require this to hold for each environment E with which the systems S and S′
interact.
For a given system, precisely which dynamics are protected from decoherence will
depend on the environmental interaction maps themselves. However, it is possible
to set these up in such a way that any evolution of the system will be protected.
One way is to set the environment to be the trivial classical data type (C, 1, 1),
and the interaction map as the canonical isomorphism of vector spaces τ : S C⊗S.
A more realistic way to ensure arbitrary dynamics are ‘protected’ is to maintain a
nontrivial environmental classical data type (E, δ, ǫ), but to choose the ‘system’
Hilbert space to be B ⊗ S, where B is a ‘buffer’ system which interacts directly
with the environment and ‘protects’ our true system S of interest. In this scenario,
we require B to be equipped with its own interaction map τB : B E ⊗ B. The
interaction map τB⊗S : (B⊗S) E⊗(B⊗S) is then defined as the tensor product
of τB with the identity on S:
τB
E
B
B
S
S
(117)
The following lemma establishes that this construction is valid.
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Lemma A.3. For an interaction map τB : B E ⊗B, then τB ⊗ idS : B⊗S
E ⊗ (B ⊗ S) is also an interaction map.
We now see that this achieves our goal.
Lemma A.4. For any linear map f : S S′, the composite idB ⊗ f : B ⊗ S
B ⊗ S′ is a protected linear map, with respect to the interaction maps described in
Lemma A.3.
This construction is a good model for a quantum system S placed inside a box
B, which isolates it completely: while B interacts with the environment, S does
not, and quantum evolution can take place without any information about S being
transmitted to the environment.
A.6 Controlled operations
We saw in Lemma A.1 that the environment can itself be viewed as a system
equipped with an interaction map. Using construction (117), we may therefore
treat E ⊗ S itself as a system, for an arbitrary Hilbert space S, with an interaction
map that copies the data stored in E. As we saw in Lemma A.4, any linear map
idE ⊗ f for f : S S is protected with respect to this interaction.
However, our quantum system as a whole is now E ⊗ S in this new setting, and
it is interesting to ask what the protected evolutions are of this composite system.
Applying definition (116), they are maps f : E⊗S E⊗S satisfying the following
equation:
f
E E S
SE
=
f
E E S
SE
(118)
For concreteness, we now suppose that the copying map associated to E acts by
copying a basis of vectors |i〉 ∈ E, where i ∈ {1, . . . ,dim(E)} acts as an index. Then
δ : |i〉 7→ |i〉 ⊗ |i〉
ǫ : |i〉 7→ 1,
and we can demonstrate that f is precisely a series of controlled operations:
operations on S which depend on the value stored in E.
Lemma A.5. For a system with Hilbert space E ⊗ S, classical data type (E, δ, ǫ)
as above, and interaction map δ ⊗ idS : E ⊗ S E ⊗ E ⊗ S, the protected maps
f : E ⊗ S E ⊗ S have the following form:
f : |i〉 ⊗ |σ〉 7→ |i〉 ⊗ fi(|σ〉) (119)
where |σ〉 is an arbitrary state of S, and fi : S S is an indexed family of linear
maps on S.
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